TOOLKIT
TIPS FOR FAMILIES SUPPORTING
YOUNG PEOPLE DURING COVID-19
ORYGEN HAS CONSULTED WITH YOUNG PEOPLE,
FAMILY PEER WORKERS AND COMMUNITY AWARENESS
OFFICERS ABOUT TIPS TO SUPPORT YOUNG PEOPLE
DURING COVID-19
DISCUSSING COVID-19
Some young people are feeling overwhelmed with the amount of
information they receive about COVID-19. Start a discussion about
the communication they would like to receive, and be mindful that
they might not want to engage in conversations about COVID-19.
Families can help young people set healthy boundaries by planning
to only discuss key COVID-19 updates, or limit discussions about COVID-19 to
an agreed amount of time per day. Limiting conversations might also involve
limiting conversations about related stressors, such as business or financial stress.
Families might benefit from being mindful about the amount of TV, radio and
online content consumed throughout the day.
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If COVID-19 is being discussed, it might be helpful to talk about:
• what is being said;

• what it means for family members;
• how families can support each other to adjust to changes; and
• directing family members and young people to resources that they can access
in their own time.
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UNDERSTAND THIS IS A CHALLENGING TIME FOR EVERYONE
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Recognise that this time may be particularly difficult for some young people’s
mental health journey, their self-care and their supports. Explore with young
people ways that they would like to be supported and how you can assist in
their wellbeing. You may try new ways to maintain self-care and supports, such
as helping other relatives set up Zoom or Skype accounts to maintain contact.
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UNDERSTAND
CAPACITY

Every young person is
different. You may want
to start a conversation
about how they are
feeling, what they
need, and what support they might
want during this time. Acknowledge
how difficult it is not seeing some
people, and that other family members
are finding it difficult too. These young
people may appreciate setting regular
intervals for checking in and having
these conversations. However, some
young people may have other existing
supports, and one way that families may
provide support could be to find ways to
provide them with additional space.

Some young people are
feeling pressured to be
more productive during
this time, but adjustments
and stress relating to
COVID-19 leaves many of us with a
reduced capacity or ability to complete
our usual tasks.

RECOVERY IS A JOURNEY

LISTEN TO FRUSTRATIONS

RESPECT SPACE AND PRIVACY

Some families might
understand mental
health recovery to be
linear and have reported
feeling stressed about
the recovery process being slowed due
to COVID-19. Previous goals relating to
socialising and going back to school
have needed to adjust or be postponed,
but this doesn’t necessarily mean
that recovery is impacted or that their
time with Orygen will be changed in
duration or quality. Recovery can still be
maintained while staying at home.

Many young people are
finding it very difficult to
not see their friends as
often or leave the house,
which may have been a
common part of their routine, and some
of their self-care strategies may now be
considered ‘non-essential’ during this
time. Allow them to vent their frustration
or sadness without minimising how they
might be feeling. Families can share
that they feel a similar way, without
necessarily needing to problem-solve
or offer suggestions. Family members
can suggest walks, caring for pets,
cooking, board games or just leaving
each other alone!

Young people using telehealth
to seek support require
confidentiality and privacy. Help
young people find or create
confidential spaces in the house,
and be mindful of their privacy during these
appointments. Despite these meetings
occurring in the same house, these meetings
are still confidential, private, and not less
casual or less formal than their regular faceto-face appointments. For family telehealth
meetings, discuss whether people wish to be
together or in different rooms.
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Try to let the young person know that
they don’t need to be more productive,
and that you don’t assume that they
have additional free time or less stress.
Some young people may want to work
collaboratively to set goals around
achieving tasks and keeping motivated
whilst working from home.

If a young person is becoming more open to
discussing their mental ill-health, make sure
that they feel supported and heard.
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TAKE AN INDIVIDUALISED
APPROACH

TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF
• Maintain a healthy lifestyle.
• Remember times change (this pandemic will end).
• Stay informed & access support stay connected to Orygen and
any family member can access a Family Peer Support Worker.

https://www.psychology.org.au/
getmedia/53f35a80-8a72-48fa-a5dbe09e1feb5335/20APS-IS-COVID-19Isolation-P2_1.pdf

• Communicate effectively with everyone in your isolation ‘bubble’.
Whether you are communicating with a spouse, child, sibling, parent,
friend or co-worker, effective communication is key to avoiding
misunderstandings, misinterpretations and conflict.

TIPS TO SUPPORT
EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION
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• Be clear in communication. Try to be
as unambiguous, neutral and clear
in your communication as you can.
• Allow the other person the room
to speak. In all communication, it is
important to allow the other person
space to talk.
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https://parents.au.reachout.com/collections/
supporting-your-teen-during-coronavirus
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AVOID
• Hiding frustration or anger.
• Blaming – It is normal to experience
frustrations in life that can make us
less aware of what is happening for
other people.
Remember that we are all human too, so
you are not expected to get it right all of
the time.

GET IN TOUCH
IF YOU’D LIKE MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT
ORYGEN, PLEASE CALL
(03) 9966 9100 OR
SEND AN EMAIL TO
INFO@ORYGEN.ORG.AU
ORYGEN.ORG.AU

35 POPLAR ROAD
PARKVILLE VIC 3052
AUSTRALIA
FOLLOW US ON
46179_ORYGEN_STUDIO_2020

• Non-verbal communication. Tone
of voice, pace of speech and body
language all combine to create a full
picture of what you are trying to say.
It is often helpful to keep tone of voice
and facial expression neutral.
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RESOURCES

